
A02 DRIVETRAIN
● Powered by two custom 3 Mini CIM single 

speed gearboxes mounted in the center of 
the drivetrain

● MAG encoder sensor feedback on both 
sides of drivetrain

● Two 6”x1.5” Colson wheels and one 6”x1.5” 
Omni-wheel per side

● Gearboxes operate at a ratio of 9.45:1 to 
optimize speed between the human player 
station and rocket

● Free speed: 16.17 ft/s

A14 PTO GEARBOX
● Power Take-Off - Two 775 pro motors power 

both the elevator and the gantry, 
pneumatically shifting between operating 
modes

● MAG encoder and limit switch sensor 
feedback on elevator

● Elevator geared at a ratio of 11.95:1, allowing 
for full extension in .8 seconds

● Gantry geared at a ratio of 72.95:1, optimized 
to lift and hold 154 lbs

A09 ELEVATOR
● Two stage elevator reaches a height of 84”

- Second stage: Driven by #25 chain
- Carriage: Cascade rigging via steel cable, 

tensioned via spring
● Limit switches used to establish home 

position
● 16 lb constant force spring is used for 

counterbalancing

A06 GANTRY
● Lifts the robot onto level 3 platform using a 

cable attached to the winch to extend and 
retract the mechanism

● Two 60 lb gas shocks hold legs in starting 
configuration and passively lift arms after the 
robot is disabled

● Limit switches are used to prevent the 
mechanism from overdriving

● Two 3.25” omni-wheels allow for pivot 
adjustments when on the platform

A16 END EFFECTOR
● Wrist 

- Extends rollers for cargo intaking 
- Mini CIM on 234:1 gearbox with MAG 

encoder and limit switch sensor 
feedback

● Cargo intake 
- Drum rollers ensure “Touch it, Own it” 

cargo intake
- 3D printed pulleys are used to transfer 

torque via 3mm GT2 belts, with an 
overall ratio of 20:1 

● Pinchy Hatch Mechanism Mk.1
- Uses one piston to extend/retract, and 

one to clamp/unclamp hatch
- Passive centering allows for a 56° range 

of approach when acquiring and placing 
hatch

● “Wheely Good” Hatch Mechanism Mk. 2 
- Uses one protected piston to 

extend/retract the mechanism
- The 2x1 slide is used to take the load 

that would be put on the piston 
- Uses two 3” OD flex wheels for 

intaking/ejecting the hatch 
- The wheels are powered by an overall 

reduction of 18:1 using a Versa 
Planetary and pulleys
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